The easiest way for consumers to find, connect, and share health data with your company

**HEALTH DATA SOURCES**
- Medications
- EHRs
- Devices
- Claims
- Apps
- Labs

**PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS**
- Digital Health Apps
- Health Plans
- Clinical Trial Recruitment
- Life and Disability Insurance

**Secure digital authorization**

**85% provider network coverage, 300+ wearable devices and fitness apps**

**Seamlessly embedded into your apps and services**

**TRUSTED BY**

**DIGITAL HEALTH AWARDS**

- **14 MINS** Median time to retrieve EHR records
- **3 MINS** Average time for a user to connect their data

Reach out to us at **sales@humanapi.co** | Visit us at **humanapi.co**
Clinical API
Integrate our unified Clinical API into your digital health products and solutions and connect to 85% of U.S. hospitals, electronic health records, pharmacies, and labs.

Wearable API
Power your wellness platform with one Wearable API that connects to 300+ wearable devices and fitness apps.

What Our Customers are saying...
“When evaluating data vendors, we prioritized those with strong reach in the provider community, and were happy to select Human API. The company’s products are easy to use, and it’s exciting to see them continuing to grow their network. The winning combination of strong patient data sets, and an intuitive interface, demonstrates Human API is moving in the right direction as it expands.”

- Sean Duffy, Co-Founder & CEO of Omada Health

Our Numbers at a Glance
85%
Provider network coverage

300+
Wearable devices and fitness apps

264M+
American lives covered

Reach out to us at sales@humanapi.co | Visit us at humanapi.co